
HEREDITARY NONPOLYPOSIS

COLORECTAL CANCER

( HNPCC )
LYNCH SYNDROME







ADENOCARCINOMA
- 3rd most common cancer in both men & women.

- 2nd leading cause of death ( 1st is lung cancer).

RISK FACTORS : 

*AGE :most CRC occurs in people age of 50 & more.

*DIET : High risk in red meat , processed meat .

lower risk in fruits , vegetables & fibre.

*High risk in less physical activity , obesity ,

smoking , alcohol , type -2 Diabetes . 



*  High risk in IBD

Ulcerative colitis & Crohn’s disease

radiation to abdomen 
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PATHOGENESIS :

Two pathways:

1. APC/ β – catenin pathway.

2. Microsatellite instability pathway.

● APC / β-catenin pathway :

- classic adenoma-carcinoma sequence.

- 80% sporadic colon cancer.

- mutation in APC tumor suppressor gene.

- both copies of APC gene must be 

functionally inactive.



- APC is a key negative regulator of β- catenin , 

a component of WNT signaling pathway.

- with loss of APC,β- catenin accumulates & 
translocated   to nucleus & activates the 
transcription of gene. 

eg.- MYC & Cyclin D encoding genes.

- promotes proliferation.

- K ras mutation follows which promotes 

growth  & prevent apoptosis.



- Mutation in other tumor suppressor genes like  

SMAD2 & SMAD4  which allows unrestrained  

cell growth.

- Loss of function mutation in TP53 genes.







Microsatellite instability pathway:

- DNA mismatch repair deficiency.

- mutation accumulates in microsatellite 
repeats  occurs in coding region of gene 
involved in cell growth.

- Type II TGF-β & BAX mutation.

- Type II TGF –β leads to uncontrolled 
proliferation of colonic epithelial cells.



- Loss of BAX contributes to ↑ed survival & 
genetically abnormal clones.

- Mutation in oncogen BRAF also occurs.

- KRAS & TP53 not mutated.





















Both histologically same & 

- tall columnar cell composing glands with 

features of  cytologic atypia.

- Desmoplastic reaction ,so firm

- Mucin may or may not be present

- Signet ring carcinoma may be present.







Mucinous carcinoma :



Signet ring carcinoma :



Desmoplastic reaction Carcinoma Colon :







CLINICAL FEATURES :

- Insiduous  onset.

- Iron deficiency anemia may be presenting 

symptom.( when in elderly people always 

sought for CRC)

- Occult blood in stool

- Altered bowel habits.

- cramping lower abdominal pain.

- depth of invasion & lymph node metastases –

two  important prognostic factors.



- poorly differentiated carcinoma & mucinous 

carcinoma --- poor prognosis.

- TNM classification & staging AJCC.







Liver metasis of carcinoma colon :
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